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Butterfly
Lyricist and composer unknown
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Little One
Traditional song
Composer unknown
Sung in English by Maya Rogers

Our House
Traditional song
Composer unknown
Sung in English by Jessica and Maya Rogers

Island Baby
Lyricist In-hyeon Han
Composer Hong-cheol Yi
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Here, There
Lyricist and composer Suk-kyeong Kim
Sung in English by Jessica and Maya Rogers

Land of Goblins
Lyricist unknown
Composer Tae-jun Pak
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Monkey’s Bottom
Traditional song
Composer Unknown
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers, Maya Rogers and Henry Wright

Cotton Candy
Lyricist Geun Jeong
Composer Su-in Yi
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Wild Geese
Traditional song
Composer unknown
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Spring in My Hometown
Lyricist Weon-su Yi
Composer Nan-pa Hong
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Twirling Round
Traditional song
Composer unknown
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Little Fox
Traditional song
Composer unknown
Sung in English by Jessica and Maya Rogers

Half Moon
Lyricist and composer Geuk-yeong Yun
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

Land of White
Lyricist and composer Seong-gyun Kim
Sung in English by Jessica Rogers

All music arranged and performed by Alex Borwick, borwick.alex@gmail.com
All Korean versions sung by Ah Young Jeong
Recorded and mixed by Steve Garden
Executive produced by Danielle Wright